3M™ Whiteboard Films, writing and projection

Whiteboard; much more
than just a blackboard.
Transforming a simple wall surface, a divider panel, a metal
wall in to a whiteboard or a projection screen is now possible
thanks to 3M™ Whiteboard Films. These flexible, innovative
sticky whiteboards can transform any collaboration area,
from boardrooms to sales meetings, schools to universities,
whatever the wall size.

3M™ Whiteboard Films, writing and projection

3M™ Whiteboard PWF-500
This innovative Whiteboard Film is self-adhesive for direct application on the surface.
Thanks to its specially developed, silk matte finish, the PWF-500 has whiteboard and
projection capabilities. It offers excellent viewing angle characteristics, in addition
to uniform brightness in any angle. Not only it is much lower in weight than traditional
projector screens, it also saves space with perfect architectural integration features
into the ambient office interior. It improves creativity and productivity of meetings
by turning entire walls into whiteboard and projection screens. Using water-based
whiteboard markers, the film is easily erasable and washable. PWF-500 offers great
versatility for interior application of conference and office rooms, retail, schools,
kindergarten and other private or public buildings.

3M™ Whiteboard WH-111
The self-adhesive Whiteboard Film WH-111 is a glossy white polyester film with
whiteboard capabilities. Text and drawings done with water-based whiteboard
markers can be easily removed. Its high gloss surface allows a perfectly smooth
writing experience. Thanks to its thinness and light weight, it maximises active
space of meeting rooms compared to traditional whiteboards and stand-alone
whiteboard solutions.

3M™ Whiteboard PWF-500-MG (Magnetic)
The 3M Projection Screen Whiteboard Film PWF-500MG is a high quality non
adhesive film with whiteboard and projection screen capabilities. It has a thin
magnetic backing making it easy to carry anywhere and simple to affix to any
steel partition wall surface. It can be used as a projector screen by affixing
it to blackboards, steel partitions, or any magnetic surface in offices or schools.
Easy to install, easy to remove, easy to take away. Extremely portable.

3M™ FASARA™ Whiteboard
Whiteboard Film WH-111-G
FASARA Whiteboard Film is a unique
glass film with a writable and erasable
surface that can be used to convert
interior glass surfaces into creative,
collaborative environments. The
product has a pressure-sensitive
adhesive that allows installation on
virtually any glass surface. Used as
an interior glass finishing material
in offices, commercial facilities,
hospitals, community housing and
other locations, this film is compatible
with most standard dry erase markers
and erasers.

Adhesive whiteboard
Product

Use

Colour

Finish

Film thickness

Adhesive

Roll size

Durability

PWF-500

Writing and projection

White

Matte

0.22m

Comply

1.22 x 30m

12 year

WH-111

Writing only

White

Gloss

0.17mm

Standard

1.25 x 30m

12 year

WH-111G

Writing only

White, neutral & brown

Gloss

5.9mm

Standard

1.22 x 30m

12 year

Colour

Finish

Film thickness

Adhesive

Roll size

Durability

White

Matte

0.6m

Magnetic

0.92 x 10m

12 year

Magnetic whiteboard (non adhesive)
Product

Use

PWF-500MG Writing and projection

3M™ Whiteboard Films have excellent resistance
to abrasion, impact, solvents and wear. They are
easily erasable and washable with commonly
used detergents.
For more information, please visit the website:
www.3M.com/gb/architectural
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